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Terminology

action
do_action( ‘init’ ); 

add_action( ‘init’, ‘my_callback’ );



Terminology

filter
$template = apply_filters(  
   ‘template_include’,  
   $template  
); 

add_filter( ‘template_include’, ‘my_callback’ );
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plugins_loaded

Core libraries; plugin loader files

One of the earliest places you can  
hook into WordPress. 
 
- Plugin dependencies and libraries 
- Main plugin bootstrap 
- Pluggable functions



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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after_setup_theme

Language files, functions.php from theme

Earliest place you can hook into WP  
from a theme. 

- Register CSS/JS assets 
- Declare theme support 
- Load theme libraries



wp-content/themes/my-theme/functions.php
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init

Much of WP is set up on this hook, including 
core post types and taxonomies, REST API, 
and user authentication

Register your post types, taxonomies, 
post statuses, etc here - but don’t depend 
on other plugins’ having done so yet



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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wp_loaded

Core fully loaded, including user auth.  
Plugins should have initialized fully by now.

Operations that require access to plugins, 
but don’t depend on request-specific data. 
 
- Load plugin-interdependent libraries 
- Kill default output (use REST API instead!)



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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parse_request

Request URL has been parsed according to 
rewrite rules/permalink structure.

Modify or bypass the way that WP turns URL 
into query vars. Last chance to interrupt before 
headers begin to be sent to client. 
 
- Custom/dynamic query vars 
- Use rewrite API without WP_Query



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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pre_get_posts

WP_Query has been built from query vars, but 
query has not yet been run. 

Last chance to modify the main database query. 
 
- Poor-man’s query vars 
- Exclusions based on role, etc



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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wp

Main query has been run.

By this point, you know which WP item (post, 
page, etc) has been requested. 
 
- Custom template loaders 
- POST controllers 
- Post-specific libraries



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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template_redirect

Canonical redirect, including “old slug” redirects, 
happens here.

Last chance to safely perform a redirect before 
template HTML is generated and sent to client. 
 
- Custom redirects 
- Authorization checks



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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template_include

Filters the template located by WP’s template 
hierarchy just before including.

Modify the selected template on the fly. 
 
- Provide missing theme templates from a plugin 
- Miscellaneous custom template logic



wp-content/plugins/my-plugin/my-plugin.php
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